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Cave Exploration Report 2018 – Executive Summary 

December 30th 2018  

Explorers (Explo-Laos Association, France): Bernard Galibert, Charles Ghommidh, Jean-Louis Marty, 
Franck Muller, Daniel Pioch. Other contributors: Terry Bolger (Australia), Helmut Steiner (Germany)  
The Khammouane karst mountains, located in the central region of Lao PDR, contain numerous caves 
and underground rivers. In spite of many spelunking expeditions since the early 20th Century, several 
areas are still lacking a detailed knowledge about their caves, underground watercourses, and biological 
or mineral resources.  
The K18 (for Khammouane 2018) Expedition was organized under a close collaboration between the 
GIZ-HNN project and Explo-Laos, a French speleological association whose members have been active in 
the Xe Bang Fai (XBF) area for more than 10 years, through an annual expedition. Five spelunkers 
participated in K18, for two weeks, together with GIZ staff and village rangers. The team spent one week 
in Ban Nong Ping (BNP), including 4 nights at a forest camp, and one week in Ban Dou (BD). The aim was 
to explore and document caves near-by the XBF for assessing the underground resources: hydrology-
speleology, cave biology, caves suitable for developing tourism, and targets for the next expedition 
planned for 2019.  
25 caves were surveyed, most of them never described in literature, amounting in all to 4.2 km of cave 
galleries. The longest one is 1,000 m long (Tham Kway), followed by T. Koi (600 m), and T. Sapong (445 
m). The maximum elevation gap is +110 m (T. Yeung) and -110 m (T. En-2). The elevation of the 
entrances ranges between 180 m (close to XBF river) and 460 m (close to hilltop). Indeed, the area is 
highly suitable for discovering a wide diversity of caves. The target was to check as many caves as 
possible, by carrying only light equipment, for teams of 2-3 spelunkers plus rangers knowing the tracks, 
while surveying all explored galleries, mapping each cave on the way back, on the same day, with 
computer and other efficient devices. The team could meet the targets, to survey a large number of 
caves. As a consequence, most daily explorations ended because lack of time, or specific equipment was 
needed for safety (no diving equipment, only swimming; very light climbing or descending gear), and of 
course several ways were left unexplored, thus contributing to a list of the most interesting spots for a 
future expedition.  
Close to the base level of aquifer, 5 caves currently end because of a sump. These should be explored by 
divers, thus requiring a specific organization, in BD area (T. Pathay, T. Boun Bam) but also T. Kouan Oun 
and T. Xang Jok in the BNP area. At current end-points, several caves blow a strong wind, the mark of 
galleries linked to a large network just waiting for exploration (T. Boun Bam, T. Don-2, T. Song San, Hou 
Inkeo). Several of these caves are likely to be linked to the underground XBF river, with expectations of 
discovering a network of shafts and galleries, owing the elevation gap (BNP) or to the distance (BD area). 
Thus, K18 confirms the high potential for discovering caves in both the prospected areas.  
Several caves species were found, notably the cavefish in T. Xang Jok, the cave shrimp and the spider 
Heteropoda steineri (known only in a few caves in HNN) both in T. Kway, in addition to bats, centipedes, 
and harvestmen. These can now be investigated by experts. Moreover, the large gardens falling down 
entrance slopes, covering a range of climatic conditions could contain interesting botanical species.  
Now considering the potential for tourism development: a trek in T. Sapong (BD) with nice 

speleothems, 250 m long, a deep but quiet river channel, and easy access (and galleries just waiting for 

discovery); in BNP, a 3 days trek including caves with impressive huge porches and wide galleries, 

namely T. Sack, T. Tuer, T. En-2 (among the largest cave entrances in Lao PDR), with nice views of the 

magnificent descending tropical wild shade gardens (numerous palm trees, ferns), speleothems, and 

experiencing a hunter’s forest camp. Thus, both areas provide interesting options for “green” tourism. 
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Table 1: Listing of explored caves and main data, Ban Non Ping area 

 

 

 

 

  

Date Area Cave name Length (m)Depth (m)Description

06.03.2018 Ban Nong Ping Tham Khoun Koi  245 586478 1921678 182 15 - 3
Small porch, boulders giving access to a narrow 

gallery. Clay ground, with evidence of running water 

(rainseason). No visible continuation

06.03.2018 Ban Nong Ping Tham Khoun Koi 246 586461 1921659 179 36 0

Porch close to the cliff, chamber and little gallery. 

Negligeable slope.Clay ground, with evidence of 

running water (rainseason). No visible continuation. 

06.03.2018 Ban Nong Ping Tham Khoun Koi 247 586369 1921774 212 22 + 5

Two entrances :  porch close to the cliff. Narrow 

galleries with clay and sand,with evidence of running 

water (rainseason). No visible continuation 

06.03.2018 Ban Nong Ping Tham Khoun Koi 248 586023 1921941 193 130 - 4

Multiple entrances : porch and galleries close to the 

cliff. Large diaclase with a strong wind. Require 

some work to enlarge an ascending passage. 

06.03.2018 Ban Nong Ping Tham Koi 588197 1921860 276 600 +64, -9

Two passages explored. A second entrance on the 

other side of the hill. Probably the same cave as 

Tham Quai, explored in 2008 by H. Steiner and J-F 

Vacquié (survey lost)

07.03.2018 Ban Nong Ping Tham Kouan Oun 591501 1922598 240 90 -22

Emergence cave. Wide diaclase filled with a long 

lake. No continuation found after a climb on the 

ending muddy slope. Potential target for the cave 

divers team.

08 .03.2018 Ban Nong Ping Tham Xang Jok 591238 1922000 215 350 -10

Probale affluent of the Xe Bnag Fai river cave, After 

a short entrance passage, a 9 m shaft leads to a 

slowly descending gallery, path of a temporary 

stream, active during the rain season.. A sump ends 

08 .03.2018 Ban Nong Ping Xang Jok sink 591254 1922001 208 _ _
Actual sink opening of the Xang Jok cave above. No 

passage.

09 .03.2018 Ban Nong Ping Tham Sack 591864 1921828 452 381 -49

New cave, discovered by Sack, one of our guides. 

The entrance is a collapse on the side of a wide 

gallery. Several large rooms

09 .03.2018 Ban Nong Ping Tham Sack 2 591853 1921833 452 28 -11

Entrance in  the doline near Tham Sack. Large 

passage ending by  a room  closed  with sand. 

Same cave  than Tham Sack.

10 .03.2018 Ban Nong Ping Tham Tuer 591652 1921808 391 200 -43

New cave, opened at the bottom of a doline by the 

collapse of a wide gallery. Several large rooms, well 

decorated. No equipment needed

10 .03.2018 Ban Nong Ping Tham En 2 591534 1921494 344 250 + 110

Giant porch, 120 m wide and 110 m high. Probably 

the largest cave entrance in Laos. Segment of a 

huge fossil gallery (250 m).  According to the cave 

maps, only a few meters from the Xe Bang Faï 

underground passage. Unfortunately, no 

continuation found.

11 .03.2018 Ban Nong Ping Hou Hinkeo 590290 1920846 405 9 -19

A 20 m deep shaft, shown by our guides on the last 

day during our way back to Ban Nong Ping, a few 

meters from the return path, too late for an 

exploration. Blowing fresh air. Rope required. Not to 

be missed next time !

Position (UTM-WGS84)
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Table 2 : Listing of explored caves and main data, Ban Dou area 

 

 

 

 

  

Date Area Cave name Length (m) Depth (m) Description

13.03.2018 Ban Dou Tham Phatay 591897 1933002 150 50 -16

Temporary emergence, located down slope far away at start 

point of the valley. 10m dip shaft (diaclase) at entrance, followed 

by a gallery, then a room ending with a sump. Probable 

continuation through a chimney, no time for climbing. To be 

explored again. 

13.03.2018 Ban Dou Tham Bounbam 591949 1933984 181 130 -45

Beautiful porch (8 m height x 15 m wide). Eroded limestone at 

entrance shows strong evidence of high speed running 

water.The gallery goes down slope (strongly inclined, careful),  

one end of a large pool at 45 m below entrance level, no visible 

continuation around the pool and at other end, except by 

climbing the opposite wall right in front of the entrance gallery 

(should not require swiming). Wind noted.

13; 14 and  

17.03.2018  
Ban Dou Tham Kway 591164 1935590 178 1000    - 2, + 38

Two entrances; a porch with a high ceiling (no visible 

continuation after having climbed); the other entrance is a 

temporray water inlet or exurgence (not yet determined). The 

cave is composed of several descending galleries with no 

deposited clay, until a small pool. Then follows a decorated 

small room continued by a wide gallery (rather big volume) with 

a positive slope; fallen big boulders oblige to climb muddy 

lateral walls, not easy (muddy canyon shape). Cave discovey 

stopped because specific attire was required due to high risk 

progression (slippery muddy walls, falling down deaply in case 

of incident). A side gallery also explored (an affluent). Care: 

gallery completely flooded  up to the upper mudd limit in case of 

heavy rain.

15.03.2018 Ban Dou Tham Yeung                       591807 1936244 459 300 -110
Wide entrance (60 m). wide 300 m long fossil galery. Deepest 

point at -110 m. No visible continuation.

15.03.2018 Ban Dou Tham Don 590323 1934397 194 90 -14

Emergence cave; entrance clogged by large unstable boulders, 

Wide gallery, with no clay deposit, ending on a deep lake. 

Possible continuations at the lake end, on the left, either at water 

level or after a steep climbing (equipment required) to reach a 

visible gallery opening. To be continued.

15.03.2018 Ban Dou

Tham Don 2 

Blowing cave 

on a cliff

589909 1934764 218

Close to Tham Don. Situated on a cliff at about 30m above 

ground level. Discovered owing to descending cold wind, but not 

possible to explore it. A promising cave because located right 

above several temporary water outlets at ground level.   

16.03.2018 Ban Dou Tham Song San593191 1934657 158 58 +18

3 close inlets. Probable continuation on the top of the largest 

one (air blown), but a 12 m bamboo was needed to end this -

otherwise- risky climbing path. The other 2 inlets are only closed 

porches, no air blown. To be continued.

16.03.2018 Ban Dou

Tham Khuay                  

''abri sous 

roche ''

592549 1931350 290 20 6

While wishing to go to Tham Khuay, a big cave located on hill 

top at about half day or one day from the village (thus probably 

requiring an over night stay), the rangers rather prefered to show 

us a hunter's place located at mid-slope of a huge doline. 

Therefore Tham Khuay was not found, but another one.

15 and 

17.03.201

8

Ban Dou Tham Sapong 590856 1933940 185 445 -40

Exurgence cave. Entrance partially closed by big boulders 

pushed by running water. Entrance shaft (10 m) not requiring 

safety equipment. On the left a gallery followed by two rooms, 

with thick clay deposit. The main gallery is  free of clay, 

comprising several side galleries. On the right hand side a shaft 

(12 m), gives access to a small lake and a side shaft (not 

explored). The main gallery goes up, then down, and gives 

access to a 200 m long deap lake, followed by a second lake 

(70 m long) located 6 m bellow the water level of the first one. 

Climbing the wall on the left at end of second lake (specif attire 

necessary) would lead to a visible start of gallery. Water flow 

rate estimated to be 8 m3/h. Cat fishes found, but not cave 

species.To be continued.

Not explored

Position (UTM-WGS84)

GIZ
Sticky Note
engl: rock shelter
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Tham Pathay 

Tham Kway 
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 Centipods  

Tham Sack 
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Fishes & shrimps 

Tham Sapong cat fish 

 

 

 

Tham Xan Jok depigmented cave fish 
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Tham Xan Jok 

 

 

Tham Kway cave shrimp in first lake 
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Spiders  

Tham Koy 

 

 

 

 

Tham Kway 
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Tham Song San     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tham Tuer  

 

 

 

 

 

Tham Xan Jok 
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Tham En-2  (Ban Non Ping area) 

 

At mid-slope inside the entrance (huge gallery visible on the right-hand side) 

 

 

Entrance seen from down slope (left) - Flat area located down entrance slope 

(right) ; note tall trees, including palm trees 
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Gallery seen from entrance (top) – seen from inside (bottom) ; arrow shows 

spelunkers 
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Entrance of gallery and part of side wall seen from inside

 

 

Entrance of gallery seen from cave end (worth noting palm trees growing on 

entrance slope until quite deep level) 
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Tham Sack (Ban Non Ping area) 

Entrance, arrow shows ranger (left) ; seen from inside (right) 

 

 

Calcite decoration : small bassins on a slope (top), stalagmite (bottom)  
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Helictites (left) ; Rollling gravels covered by white calcite (right) 

 

 

Taking pictures at bottom of gallery 
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Tham Kway (Ban Dou area) 

Entrance 

 

 

First pond with cave fishes and shrimps (continuation starts on opposite bank 

of the pond) 

 

 

Small lake 
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Muddy gallery 

 

 

Collumn, stalagtitesand helictites in the gallery above flood level 
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Helictites 

 

 

Black circle  
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The team - week # 1  

Rangers and spelunkers (at Ban Non Ping Guesthouse)  

 

 

At Xe Ban Fay parking 
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The team - week # 2  

Start meeting in Ban Dou 

 

  


